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Appropriating death: the works of Theodor
Kittelsen in black metal album covers

Flávio Pires1

× Abstract
In 1994, Black Metal band Burzum released their critically acclaimed third album,
‘Hvis Lyset Tar Oss’ (If the Light Takes Us). Engulfed in controversy due to its sole
member – Varg Vikernes – extra musical activities that involved arson and murder,
the album became a hallmark of the subgenre, influencing bands to this day. To
illustrate its sound and themes, Varg Vikernes chose as album cover an illustration
by Neo Romantic Norwegian artist Theodor Kittelsen, ‘The Pauper’, published in
1900 in his book Svartedauen. The album contained atmospheric elements that
cemented Black Metal reliance on ambiance, a nostalgic look at days long past, an
admiration for Nature and a fascination with Death which, thematically, puts this
work in line with themes explored by nineteenth century Romantics. We propose
to explore the context of this and subsequent appropriations to reflect on Black
Metal as a possible inheritor of Romantic aesthetics and cultural heritage.
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Introduction
In January 1992, a 19-year-old Varg Vikernes entered the Grieg Hall2 studio in Bergen, Norway, to begin a series
of sessions that lasted until March 1993 to record a plethora of songs that would give birth to four different
albums, released through the following years. The third of these releases would become a Black Metal album
that would become to further define the sound and visual aesthetics of the subgenre. Released in April 1994
through Misanthropy Records, a month before the conviction of its author for murder and church arsons3, the
album Hvis Lyset Tar Oss, by Burzum (meaning ‘If the Light Takes Us’), was received with critical (by specialized
press)4 and fan praise. On the website Rate Your Music (Custom chart - Rate Your Music, n.d.), which is a
collaborative website where users can rate and review music, this album is, as of the writing of this paper,
rated as the second best Black Metal album of all time, surpassed only by its successor, Burzum’s ‘Filosofem’
from 1996. The online publication Metal Injection, on its list of essential Black Metal albums, considers this
album and the following “part of the skeleton key to understanding an entire genre.” (Ülrey, 2011), and Black
Metal journalist Dayal Patterson described the record as

1. Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Porto (FBAUP). E-mail: flavio.m.pires@protonmail.com
2. The Grieg Hall (in Norwegian Grieghallen Lydstudio), is a concert hall that also has a recording studio that was popular within the Black
Metal community, where many famous albums were recorded, most of them by the producer Pytten (Eirik Hundvin).
3. in the early nineties a series of church burnings took place in several cities in Norway (at least 50) and one in Sweden perpetrated by
Black Metal musicians, most notably Varg Vikernes (legal name Louis Cachet, born Kristian Vikernes, a.k.a. Count Grishnackh), from the
band Burzum, Samoth, from the band Emperor and Jørn Inge Tunsberg, from the band Hades Almighty. Varg, who was also a session
musician for Mayhem, would also be convicted for the murder of Mayhem co-founder Euronymous (Øystein Aarseth) in 1993.
4. Positive reviews include, but are not limited to, the publications Metal Injection, Metal Storm, Sputnik Music, alongside an average rating
of 92 (out of 100), of 31 user reviews on the website Encyclopaedia Metallum.

